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This 2021 Annual Report outlines the highlights, progress and impacts of Phakamani
Young Minds Academy. More importantly, it also demonstrates our work based on our
three pillars that include the Afterschool Programme, Support Programmes and Extra-
murals.

What this report also unravels is that in 2021, 171 young people were empowered,
and 253 young minds enrolled our core programmes. The report also showcases some
of the key special projects that the Academy has been focusing on as to increase
impact, scale beneficiaries' outreach. More so, the report also explicates and shares
heartwarming stories of impact from our beneficiaries, Mentors and Donors who
continue to support our work through cash and in-kind donations.

With the spontaneous increase in the number of young minds that we reach each year,
we are ready to replicate the Academy’s model and to scale our work to other
communities where there is a need.

Other notable achievements, include partnerships with organisations focusing on
youth development that have helped us a great deal in reaching more young people in
underesourced communities. This report also aims to share the Financial Reports
based on our 2021 Annual Expenditures and incomes and our financial performance in
the year 2021.
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After three years on the Board of PYMA I was proud to be elected as the new Chair in October 2021 and I assumed responsibilities
immediately. I passionately believe in PYMA’s focus on empowering minds of young people by equipping them with the right
educational tools and support, assisting them to unlock the highest potential their minds can give and ensuring that they too will
partake in the vast quality opportunities available. In 2021, we have seen some real achievements, both in terms of supporting
positive changes in young people’s lives through our programmes and delivering high quality educational support through our work.

For the past years we have focused on growing PYMA’s capacity to include more young minds. This is important to us as we value
equality. “No child should be deprived a right to learn for as long as they are willing”. Late 2020 culminated in a partnership with
Sawabona Africa which resulted in a donation of a classroom, but our work didn’t finish there. By December 2021 we had secured a
second classroom from Auto-General Australia. The arrival of both classrooms enabled us to expand and include more young minds.
Our work does not end here, but we continue to look for ways to grow so we may enlarge our footprint and impact the lives of
many young minds.

Our team worked very hard, with the results validating their efforts. In 2021, despite the restrictions on gatherings and mobility, the
programme provided educational support to over 500 learners across all grades. Through this programme, 157 Grade 12 learners
wrote their matric and 85% passed, with 51% achieving a bachelor pass. We need to continue with deep introspection of our
impact, innovating and ensuring that our interventions are relevant and impactful. Above all, we need to be a learning organisation
in every respect for continuous improvement and development.

I would like to the thank the Board for their tireless efforts and commitment to PYMA. It is the time, minds and sacrifices that drive
our strategy into a reality. Your efforts continue to make an impact in our organisation. The Board and I are grateful to Mr Sibusiso
Zungu, who stepped down as Chair in October 2021, after serving two full three-year terms. He gave a huge amount of time and
energy to PYMA, present at every Board meeting and making impactful and relevant decisions for PYMA. I would also like to thank
Ms Mathapelo Mosia, Mrs Itumeleng Ngubeni and Ms Thando Maumela who retired from the Board in October 2021 after serving
three-year terms. They have all contributed a huge amount to PYMA and I know will remain supporters of PYMA’s mission for a long
time to come. I am inspired every day by PYMA’s commitment to making a lasting difference to those who need it most, particularly
young people in poor black communities. We will continue to do all we can to assist young people, whenever they need educational
support we will be there.
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Dear Friends

The end of 2021 marked my second year as the PYMA Executive Director. I am glad and excited to say that the organisation has grown
to an unprecedented level and continues to offer authentic, innovative, holistic and impactful programmes that have brough social and
economic transformation in the lives of our beneficiaries More so, we continue to equip our young minds with skills and knowledge,
networks, mindsets and values that the latter will need in order to survive as the next generation of 4IR and also in this global village.
Our progress and impact excites me, and I am happy to share the 2021 highlights in this annual report and to also celebrate the
achievements and commendable work being done by our industrious management team, board members, parents and young minds.

I am profoundly humbled by the agility and support of donors, board members, tutors, parents and staff, mentors, the Academy
managed to garner 85% in the final matric results. More so, the academy is simply catalyzing children and youth programmes ,
strengthening pathways for the beneficiaries as well as building opportunities and partnerships that will continue to empower our
young minds. Despite the debilitating impacts of COVID-19, we have moved towards a different trajectory by ensuring that we adapt to
the new normal and become very innovative through pivoting to online programmes

As we move on into 2022, we are inviting parents, donors and sponsors to come on board and aid us on leveraging on our work. More
so, drawing on a vast plethora of lessons learnt in previous years, the Academy is unique positioned to deliver, capacitate, grow,
strengthen and empower young minds. As PYMA, we are proud of diverse programmes and activities as well as the impacts they have
produced since 2014. We have also taken into cognisance, the need for our services and also to tap into the demographic dividend of
South Africa despite the COVID-19 milieu.

With the spontaneous increase in the number of young minds that we reach each year, we are ready to replicate the Academy’s model 
and  to scale our work to other underesourced communities where there is a need hence translating to improved social justice. In a 
nutshell, I can say that our programmes  truly demonstrate  youth development  as a most effective tool that will lead to social and 
economic transformation through job creation, opportunities, exposure to networks and poverty reduction. On behalf of the Board of 
Directors, PYMA management, staff, friends of PYMA, beneficiaries and the youth of PYMA, I would like to salute our resilience, strength, 
dedication and being innovative such that we can achieve great impact and outcomes.

Khumalo Mthandazo
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The father of our nation once said that “a fundamental concern for others in our individual and community lives would go a 

long way in making the world the better place we so passionately dreamt of.” This reverberates the instinctive ethos 

cultivated within Phakamani Young Minds Academy and the community at large. In the month of April 2021, I assumed the 

programme manager position. My position entails Operational planning and management, Program planning, 

implementation, and management, Organizational Development and Stakeholders/Donors Management, Monitoring, 

Evaluation, Research and Learning (MEAL) of Special Projects, and financial marketing. As the Programme  Manager, I 

look forward to PYMA growing to unprecedented heights and recognizing more young females for leadership positions.

Change and adaption can be hard, but PYMA took the opportunity to be the pioneers amid the covid 19. 2021 has been a 

year of opportunities as the organization strived to increase their venue capacity; through Sawabona Africa our newly 

established German funder. PYMA fostered integral relations with   various donors to increase the funding pot.. All this 

remarkable support has allowed PYMA to increase its visibility in terms of branding as well as improving its systems, 

policies and procedures and processes related to the programme impact.PYMA has also moved a great stride into 

improving its programmes. There has been a paradigm shift on ways of measuring the programme impact, recruitment, 

and registration of beneficiaries. Against this backdrop, it has been easier for the organization to enhance programme 

impact as well as ensure quality reporting. Increased monitoring and evaluation of the programmes has also aided PYMA 

to avert risks and bottlenecks that might be affecting its programmes. I believe that measuring programmes success aided 

the organization in being accountable to donors and funders who support the latter. Hence, also, it is also important to 

point out that measuring is now the new currency and hence it should not be divorced from anything that has to do with 

programmes related to development work.

The Three (3) programmes that have been recently established have created a lot of attention to funders and friends of

PYMA. They have increased the landscape of PYMA and funding opportunities. As the programme manager I have learnt

to comprehend all the social ills in all three of these programmes moreover to analyze and strategically create viable

frameworks that will work for every programme. There is still hope for more improved policies and plans for the upcoming

year, we have confidence to increase our reach and foster more relations. I am very honored to be associated with the

success of PYMA, its growth and increased programmes impact that it has achieved in 2021. I also continue to applaud

all our parents, sponsors donors and schools who have continued to share their generosity and belief in the PYMA mission

and vision so that the latter can grow and become sustainable.
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Xolisile Dladla 

Programmes 

Manager

Khotso Ramushu

Programme 

Coordinator

Luthando Ntantiso 

Programmes 

Assistant

• Managing, monitoring and evaluating 

the youth work readiness, mentorship   

& ECDs support programme

• Fundraising and resource mobilisation,

• Donors and stakeholders' management,

• Social media and marketing,

• Training and logistics,

• Programmes site visitations

• Recruitment of OSYs

• Management, implementation and 

coordination of the Afterschool Core 

Programme and Outreach 

Programme

• Stakeholders/partners management

• Recruitment, training and 

management of Volunteers

• Administration of the Afterschool 

Programme

• Managing and coordinating the 

Outreach Afterschool Programme

• Stakeholders and partners 

management

• Administration of the Afterschool 

Programme

• Providing learners and tutors' support

• Parents Support

• Ensuring organizational 

excellence

• Programmes evaluations and 

consistent quality of finance

• Fundraising & Donor 

management and retention

• Staff Development & Human 

resources, 

• Communication and 

systems development,

• Governance
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Afterschool Programme Support Programmes Extra Mural Activities

• Supplementary Tutoring
• Extra Lessons
• Homework supervision
• Reading and word clubs
• Exam preparations
• Maths and Science interventions

• Mentorship programme
• Parents Forum
• Holiday Interventions
• Youth Work readiness 

Programme
• ECDs Support Programme

• Performing arts (Music & 
Drama)

• Public speaking and leadership
• Sports (Soccer, Cricket, Netball, 

Volley Ball etc)
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Our work at Phakamani Young Minds Academy is underpinned by the following values:

SAFETY SELF WORTH EMPOWERMENT STEWARDSHIP EXCELLENCE 
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PURPOSE   

We seek to develop the potential of young minds to enable their movement towards self sustainable individuals.

MISSION

We bridge the skills development gap between those young minds who are willing but have no means and those who have means and are 

willing to provide educational support.

VISION

To empower young minds to become responsible, independent and active members of society.

“PYMA believes in each Young Minds potential, regardless of their family circumstances. We want every young mind to do the best that they 

can, for only with a solid foundation in education can our young minds pursue limitless opportunities” 
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OUR IMPACT HIGHLIGHTS

IN 2021 403
Tutoring Sessions 

implemented

244 

Learners enrolled  in the Programme 

85%
Matric Pass Rate

5
Built 5 partnerships for our alumni

43% students achieved  with distinctions

39% of Bachelor Passes

39% - of Diploma Passes

4% - of Certificate passes

143 
Alumni Surveyed 
and tracked

70% 
Alumni linked with 
post school 
opportunities

2 Career Expos/ Exhibitions hosted  

100 programme observations conducted

15 tutors recruited and trained

3 Schools activations conducted

105
Reading and Maths Clubs 
implemented

3                                         
Tutor Trainings conducted

Afterschool 

Programme

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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OUR IMPACT HIGHLIGHTS

IN 2021 90%
ECDs Needs  

Assessments  surveys 

implemented

405 

Indirect Beneficiaries reached

95%  

Indirect Beneficiaries actively participating in reading 
and maths clubs

6
ECDs centers participating in the 

Programme

156 
Reading and Maths 
Clubs implemented

28 ECDs site visits  conducted

38 ECDs caregivers trained

3                                         
ECDs Reading Events Tutor Trainings 
conducted

ECDs 

Support 

Programme
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OUR IMPACT HIGHLIGHTS

IN 2021
321

Relevant Youth 
opportunities researched 

and shared

171 

Youth reached

11
Youth graduating in a readiness programme

12       
Youth Dialogues 
conducted

23 Youth provided with paid 

internships through Harambee/Gold 
Youth and Coca-Cola Beverages

12 

Youth provided with Bursaries

70%
Youth linked with post 
school opportunities

5 Partnerships established with Youth Organisations  

61 Male Youth empowered through youth advisory services

10Female Youth empowered through youth advisory services

2
Trainings on computer-
based skills training 
completed

Tutor Trainings conducted

Youth 

Readiness 

Programme
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IN 2021
100% 

Mentees participated in a survey 
used to measure programme 

effectiveness

88%         

Mentors recruited
26  
Mentors were paired with Grade 
12s/Matriculants

100%
Of Mentors Raised funds 
for learners' applications at 
University and TVET 
College

75% Mentors- Mentee  Meetups completed

4
Mentors Quarterly Meetings 
completed

Mentorship

Programme

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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OUR IMPACT HIGHLIGHTS

IN 2021
65%         

Parents Participation 
and attendance 1 Parent Forum established

3 Parents recruited to form part of the Parents 

committee4
Parents Quarterly Meetings 
completed

Parents 

Forum

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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Coca-Cola 
Bursary 

Project  for 
TVET 

Students

PYMA in support of the CCBSA had an opportunity that was designated to the 
Freedom Park Youth to enrol in their three (3) months internship, through PYMA, 
CCBSA extended the opportunity to two (2) PYMA Alumni. 

In 2021 through the Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa Bursary Program, PYMA was 
able to grant the opportunity to twelve (12) deserving students within the program and 
the Freedom Park community. The selected students were enrolled at CJC TVET 
College and are currently pursuing courses in Civil Engineering, Human Resources 
Management, Business Management and  Marketing Management

CCBSA further provided twelve (12) laptops to the PYMA program to assist all the 
students who are without the laptops who would also like to conduct research and 
assignments. We also commendable Mrs Georgette Naidoo for supporting PYMA and 
to make this project a resounding success.
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Old Mutual Foundation 21 Acts of 
Goodness21  Project for Matrics

The 2021 edition of the 21 Acts of
Goodness drive began at the start of
September in four high schools in rural
KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) in Nongoma and
uThukela, hosted by INkosi
Zulu/uNdlunkulu the Deputy Chairperson
of the KZN Provincial House of Traditional
Leaders.

In mid-September, PYMA was invited to
attend the 21AG Activation organized by
the Old Mutual Foundation, CSRNEWSSA
and Imbumba Foundation and other
implementing partners in Gauteng

The Activation was held in an informal
settlement in Benoni called Etwatwa. The
team paid a visit to B.B. Myataza High
School, and the event was also graced by
the MEC for Education in Gauteng, Mr
Panyaza Lesufi and the new Chairperson
of the OM Foundation, Dr. Linda Ncube-
Nkomo as well as the Head of Old Mutual
Foundation, Mrs. Fikile Kuhlase

During the event, matric learners received
study materials and dignity packs and
goodie packs donated by Big Save.

After the first launch of the 21AG meeting, PYMA

also moved a great stride into providing increased

support to matriculants as part of Examination

preparations. Through the support of tutors, PYMA

has been able to roll out the 21AG and reach over

1000 matriculants in school located in Eldorado

Park, Soweto. As the project was being

implemented, it sought to aid matriculants such that

they accomplish their educational goals through

increased academic performance.

Through this, project, new platforms of learning

were devised for Matriculants, and this included

remote based learning whereby matriculants were

provided with catch-up on curriculum learning

provision of learning material and study tools.

We continue to applaud Old Mutual Foundation,

Imbumba Foundation and CSRNEWS Africa such

that our Matrics could achieve a pass rate0f 90% in

their final exams.

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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FNB Youth Support Project
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FNB ECDs Support Project

Rise against hunger is a growing global movement to end hunger by empowering 

communities, nourishing lives and responding to emergencies. Through First 

National Bank (FNB); PYMA was able to be part of the movement and assist in 

eradicating hunger by distributing the food packages to all the local ECD 

participating in the PYMA  ECD support programme.

Most of the ECDs that have partnered with PYMA have received food packages 

on a quarterly basis that was primarily aimed at assisting the ECDs on spending 

less on groceries and capitalizing to use the money saved on the latter to other 

resources such as sanitation.

There is an existing M&E template that is submitted quarterly by all the ECDs that 

are receiving the food packages. The templates communicates how much the 

respective ECD has saved for the quarter and how has it used its savings.

22

We are very excited to celebrate 2 years of fully implementing 
the youth project with FNB aimed at empowering youth and 
improving employability in South Africa. 

In 2021, twelve youth webinars were implemented, and the 
latter specifically focused on personal branding, job 
opportunities for youth, learning and development, key 
performance indicators, financial literacy. 

In addition, PYMA was provided with mentors who were FNB 
employees. All the mentors who participated in our mentorship 
programme ensured that young minds are fully empowered and 
aided in devising proper high school exit strategies.
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From Silver Oaks Secondary School to the University of Witwatersrand
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I am Nhlonhlori Ndhlovu, and I joined Phakamani Young Minds Academy (PYMA) in 2020 while I was in grade 11, 

that was when we were exposed to the pandemic, and it was a challenge for me to fully participate in all the PYMA 

program activities. In the very same year, I was paired with my mentor, Nerissa Steven Kings. It was not an easy 

year due to Covid 19 and we all know Grade 12 basically starts in grade 11, as a result it was not an easy journey 

although with Nerissa's support, I made it through. She would send motivational quotes to encourage me, teach 

me how important time management is and motivate me as much as she can. She also helped me with choosing 

my career path and figuring out if there are job opportunities in that field in future. The PYMA programme has had 

a positive impact in my life. PYMA has been eternally helpful to the class of 2021, I never imagined anyone 

contributing financially towards my university application fees. What I will remember the most about PYMA is their 

peer-to-peer learning style, I got to interact with learners from various schools and this indicated that I was not 

facing the world alone nor walking this journey by myself. There were plenty of Nhlonhlori’s where I came from and 

PYMA was sort of our savior.

I got a Bachelor’s pass with 3 distinctions in my matric. I am proud of myself although in some subjects i did not 

achieve as much as I thought I would. This has brought a huge difference in my life as I am the first person in my 

family to get a bachelor's degree and to be enrolled at a University. I am enrolled for BCom Accounting at the 

University of Witwatersrand. The reason I choose this course is because I realized how much I enjoyed commerce 

especially Accounting and I love working with numbers. Personally, I do believe in afterschool programmes 

although others have the mentality that it is only for learners who are not performing well at school. This is what I 

would tell a grade 8-year-old Nhlonhlori “failing a term is not the end of your journey, be persistent and consistent, 

you will make it come hell or high water.” And to my 20-year-old Nhlonhlori adhere to 2 Corinthians chapter 4 verse 

8-9, As I will always be conflicted in many ways, but I am not struck down by the situation I will be facing at that 

moment. Just be persistent girl because you are going to make it.

24
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ECDs Founder & Caregiver  thanks PYMA for the supporting her ECD center

As the leader of the Flowers in the garden I was 

always anxious of the programme development and 

the poor skills we had in recruiting all the children 

around Kliptown. When PYMA offered a helping 

hand, we learnt a lot in a space of a short period of 

time from how to recruit children for our ECD and the 

afterschool programme, and how to adhere to strict 

measures of compliance and moreover the trainings 

of the caregivers.

It is not easy running an ECD, more especially in 

Kliptown where education is not cultivated and most 

parents don’t see the need to enroll their children in 

the ECDs furthermore having  inadequate resources 

and capital, it is a privilege to have PYMA on board 

as it secures resources that progressively aids the 

ECD in conducting its day-to-day activities.

Through the trainings I have grown to develop 

personally and became eager to learning new things 

everyday and from other leaders of ECDs. PYMA has 

assisted me to become a greater facilitator and to 

fully comprehend the diversity, culture and learning 

abilities of the children.

I am Winile Mthembu, when I established Flowers 

in the garden ECD I had insufficient knowledge 

and framework for my ECD. I thought that I am 

keeping children away from the street as It has no 

structure or any programme development that 

would assist these children to properly grow and 

develop accordingly with all the learnings, they will 

receive from the ECD. Furthermore, the caregivers 

had limited knowledge and understanding of what 

is expected from them.

25
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Flowers in the garden is highly appreciative 

of the opportunity and time afforded to 

Flowers in the garden, without PYMAs 

assistance it is highly likely that Flowers in 

garden would not be operating. For 2022, 

we hope to increase the number of children 

in our ECDs by advocating for all the 

parents in Kliptown to believe in the work 

that we do.



Youth Spotlight- Ashley Klein 

I am an individual who wants to make a difference in the lives of everyone I come across. I am 

currently pursuing my degree in education with the goal of becoming an elementary school 

teacher. I have always had a passion for writing, reading, and traveling. I joined the PYMA 

programme April 2021, and I have been a firm believer in afterschool ever since. I believe that it 

not only helps students academically, but also enriches their lives because the environment 

itself is more conducive. PYMA has impacted my community positively by providing a 

programme that offers struggling students an opportunity to not only improve, but also excel. 

There are many benefits to being a volunteer, but my take from the programme has been the 

ability to embrace the diverse group individuals. The different perspectives on academics and 

life itself has enriched my life and way of thinking. My favourite highlight throughout my journey 

with the programme must be the training that was provided. I learned the value of persistence 

and planning, and I believe that volunteering may be the best way to provide one with a sense 

of purpose by serving others.

I can never say that I have impacted a great change, but I have always tried to be kind at every 

turn and taught my students the value of being kind. I am grateful for the opportunity that I was 

provided and everything that I learned, such as the value of consistency. This brings me to my 

favorite quote by Jacob Riis “When nothing seems to help, I go look at a stonecutter hammering 

away at his rock perhaps a hundred times without as much as a crack showing in it. Yet at the 

hundred and first blow it will split in two, and I know it was not that blow that did it, but all that 

had gone before.” It teaches as the value on constancy and perseverance.

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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My name is Nerissa Stevens-King, and I consider myself a serial-
entrepreneur and self-starter. I have been lucky enough to be apart of the
PYMA Mentorship programme since July 2020. I have been paired with
mentee Nhlonhlori Ndlovu since the beginning of my mentorship journey.

Nelson Mandela said “the youth of today are the leaders of tomorrow”. I
believe the youth of today do not have enough “heroes” to look up to, so it is
up to us to be the “leader you wish you had” as Simon Sinek says so
perfectly.

I have a passion to empower the youth through education and positive
guidance. I work on projects that I hold close to my heart. In this year of
mentoring Nhlonhlori, I have seen how she has developed to be a
dedicated, hard-working and a proud woman. It is important that Nhlonhlori
knows that her voice matters, that she is powerful, and she can achieve
what she wants with a strong support structure.

In #WomensMonth I am proud to host a drive to keep our girls in school as
#PeriodPoverty is a serious reality. All of the donations from the Forgood
and Given gain platforms go directly to PYMA. I want to contribute to
something that is bigger than I am. I want to create meaningful and
purposeful differences in the lives of others; as the impact I leave on others
is my true success. Thank you to the PYMA Mentorship programme and all
its stakeholders for all the possibilities you have created.

Mentor Spotlight- Nerissa Steven Kings 

27
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Tutors Spotlight- Lerato Mofokeng 
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1.When did you join PYMA?

My name is Lerato Mofokeng, I joined PYMA in 2021 through the Gold 
Youth Programme. Initially I joined the programme hoping to become a 
tutor because of the passion I posses in working with children; little did I 
know that PYMA  will empower to an unprecedented level.

2. What are you currently pursuing?

Through PYMA, I was granted the opportunity to further my studies by 
offering me the CCBSA bursary scheme to me. I was puzzled by this kind 
gesture of the organisation; I was even happier when I learnt that the 
organisation would assist me in my application processes.

3.What are your plans as soon as you complete your studies?

I am currently studying towards human resources management with the 
Central Johannesburg College (CJC) since 2021, and CCBSA is 
financing my tuition fees. As soon as I complete my diploma, I hope to be 
afforded an internship in which I will apply my knowledge practically and 
thereafter, hopefully secure a stable job while earning a stable income.

4. How has PYMA impacted your life thus far?

PYMA has empowered me and given me endless opportunities to 
develop myself and embrace my potential not only through tutoring but 
also through administrative work. I am forever grateful for the 
organisation to assist me in realizing my capabilities and further allowing 
me to go after my dreams.

Bursary Recipient, Second year CJC Student,  PYMA 

Tutor

5. What would you like to say to Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa.

I would like to extend my gratitude to both PYMA and the CCBSA for the opportunity 

not only granted to me but to all the youth benefiting from PYMA and the surrounding 

community. I have colossal passion for what I am doing, and I hope more greener 

pastures will continuously spread out to all volunteers like me.

6. Do you believe in  Education? 

I believe strongly in the afterschool programme, and I believe that such sectors should 

receive more support from the government entities. Everyone should be invested in 

the afterschool programme more especially the surrounding communities.



Our Donors and Partners
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Interview with Zilla Stekhoven from Sawabona Africa 

1. How do you feel about supporting children 

and youth in South Africa

2.Why does Sawabona Africa support PYMA and 

charities that focus on Education?

3.What has been your experience of working 

with PYMA?

4.What advice would you give to potential 

sponsors/donors who would like to work with 

PYMA?

30

As a South African now living in Germany, I 

started a charity to help raise funds to support 

children of South Africa. It is an incredible feeling 

to be able to give back. On the shadow side, 

South African charities have a reputation of being 

corrupt in Europe. We have invested time in 

building a due diligence process to ensure our 

donors that their donations are going to the 

cause.

Education is the only way to make substantial 

impact on the next generation. Education opens 

doors, creates possibilities and is the foundation 

for a better life. 

We have built an incredible partnership over our 

first year of collaboration.  One thing that stands 

out is the responsiveness of the team and how 

much we are valued as a sponsor.  

Building trust is essential to a successful 

partnership as a donor. I have invested time in 

capacity development of the management team. 

This is incredibly rewarding.   
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Corporates 

• African Bank

• Deloitte

• TIH

• Auto-General Australia

• Momentum Metropolitan

• Capitec Bank

• Vodacom 

• Forgood

• FNB 

• Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa

• Dentsu Aegis Network 

• Old Mutual 

• CSRNEWS Africa

• Investec

• Standard Bank

• Trust Law Foundation

• Bowmans

• Industrial Development Corporation

Government 

• City of Joburg 

Foundations and Trusts 

• The Learning Trust

• Donald Gordon Murray Trust

• Umbrella Foundation

• Tshepo 1 Million

• Zenex Foundation

• Sawabona Africa
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• Nance field Primary School

• Holy Cross Primary School

• Bethany Combined School

• Park Dale Primary School

• Eldorado Park Primary School

• St Ives Primary School

• Hereengraacht Primary School

• Naturena 3 Primary School 

• Goza Primary School

• Eldocrest Primary School

• Ntsako Early Day Care Centre

• Evergreen Academy 

• Flowers in the Garden 

• Isiqhingi Senjabulo

• Thato Ke Matla

Partner Organisations Partner Schools          ECDs Centres 

• Freedom  Secondary School

• Lancer Vale High School

• Eldorado Park High School

• Kliptown High School

• Silver Oaks High School

• Willows Crescent High School

• Immaculata Secondary School

• Ibongo Secondary School

• Moses Marena High School

• Freedom Park Primary School

• Boekenhout Primary School

• E W Hobbs Primary School

• Somelulwazi Primary School

• Naturena 1 & 2 Primary School

• Eldridge Primary School

• Milnerton Primary School

• Gradesmatch

• Bumbatha Africa Group

• Ikamva Youth

• CAF

• Gold Youth

• Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator

• Phambano Technology Development Centre

• Seriti Institute

• Ikageng

• Olico Maths Education

• Yes4Youth

• City Year

• Africa Tikkun

• The Learner Advancement Group

• Nascee

• University of Johannesburg
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• Mangaliso Ngwenya

• Mandla Ngcobo

• Nkosinathi Mahlangu

• Neo Molwedi

• Ntongolozi Bembe

• Nomzamo Sello

• Nerissa Steven Kings

• Patronella Sono

• Paris Makaringe

• Philippa Hitchens 

• Ronelle Badenhorst 

• Richard Shai

• Sam Rametsi

• Shamal Sivasanker

• Shyam Ranchod

• Sinazo Nkwelo

• Sibongile Nong

• Shannon Cotzee

• Sibongile Khumalo
• Shikhara Annamalai

• Rookshana Davids

• Candice 

• Ashna Lalla

• Melusi Msimang

• Dennis Masiza

Individual Contributors, Mentors and Friends of PYMA 
• Andy Balaram
• Amber Ndlovu
• Arnold Netshambidi
• Ashley Kater
• Bakang Mabalane
• Busi Mhlanga
• Charlene Lackay  
• Celeste Grobler
• Claire Klassen
• Conrad Ndlovu
• Chuma Sineke
• Devora Miller
• Desiree Storey
• Dianne Richards
• Ernest Mandlanzi
• Enough Zakhele
• Fikile Kuhlase
• Francisco Mandlate
• Georgette Naidoo
• Gladys Maluleke
• Given Seakatsie
• Inga Hlatswayo
• Kai Crooks Chissano
• Kabelo Mohono
• Kabelo  Malefane
• Lebogang Malwela
• Lester Rose
• Lordrich Maswanganyi
• Mrs Mhlongo – Freedom Park Primary School 
• Mrs Groenwold- Boekenhout Primary School
• Mrs Abrahams –Boekenhout Primary School
• Mrs Mokoena –Silver Oaks Secondary School 
• Mr Bhengu –Freedom Park Secondary School

• Solomon Mzinyane

• Simphiwe Mtetwa

• Siminikiwe Thutha

• Simnikiwe Motlolo

• Thami Ntombela

• Tholakele Mashazi

• Thuleleni Mbhansa

• Thandile Ntshwanti

• Tiro Kwamongwe

• Unathi September

• Uresen Naidoo

• Yogesh Yanpersad

• Zinhle Gwija

• Zilla  Stekhovan

• Zoe Mann

• Nicole Rubin

• Richard Shai

• Phila Sithole

• Nichole Fredericks

• Shavani Adams 

• Anusuya Naidoo

• Sanushka Chatty

• Shaun Robertson

• Refilwe Riba
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Classroom Opening Ceremony 

with Sawabona Africa (German 

Donor)
On the 20th of November 2021, PYMA conducted its Classroom Opening 

Ceremony with  the support of Sawabona Africa (new donor). Sawabona Africa 

is a German Donor that supports education charities in South Africa.

Through the support of Sawabona Africa, the latter raised funds for the 

classroom that was to be used by the PYMA learners who are attending the 

Afterschool Programme. Parents, learners, board members and Sawabona 

Africa staff came to experience the opening ceremony.

As PYMA, we are so excited to work with Sawabona Africa in spearheading the 

Sustainable Development Goal 4 of Quality Education and to continue  

providing quality education to beneficiaries in underesourced communities.

Sawabona Africa has also focused on improving PYMA’s performance through 

increased capacity development  to the management team. Capacity support 

areas that have been harnessed include programme improvement, marketing 

and communication as well as financial management.
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PYMA celebrates the Matric 
Candle Lighting Event

On the 22nd of October 2021, PYMA held a Candle lighting Ceremony for the Class of 

2021. The main aim of celebrating the day was to celebrate the matric class of 2021 as 

part of a larger campaign called the 21 Acts of Goodness , to motivate matriculants who 

are preparing to write their exams, to offer ways of how to address the impact of the 

Covid-19 pandemic and the challenges it has presented to the Matric class of 2021 who 

will be writing their exams. The Matric candlelight event in line with the 21 Acts of 

Goodness campaign also focused on embracing the spirit of togetherness in support of 

the matriculants of 2021.Gifts and motivational messages were also  provided to 

Matriculants who attended this event.

Our Alumni also attended the event. The latter shared their impact stories on how PYMA 

has helped them navigate through this new normal of COVID-19 and how they passed 

matric and harnessed post school opportunities such as University and TVET College 

Placement.The event was made successful by all donors such as Old Mutual Foundation, 

Imbumba Foundation, Capitec Foundation Coca Cola Beverages South Africa, First 

National Bank, Soweto Maths Academy, Eldos FM and  the Soweto Bulletin.
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2021 Lights on Afterschool 
#HelpKidsRecover

37

On the 26th of October 2021, we celebrated the

#LightsOnAfterschool Campaign as part of shining a light to all

the learners enrolled in our Afterschool Programme including

Matriculants who were writing exams.

The lights on Afterschool is a yearly event that calls attention to

the importance of afterschool programs for South Africa's

children, families and communities. This campaign is also

dedicated to ensuring that all children have access to quality,

affordable afterschool programs.

As part of celebrating this day, PYMA tutors ensured that

learners also conduct activities aligned to the 2021 theme called

“helping kids recover.

Thank you to The Learning Trust for allowing us to become part

of this exciting campaign and also for funding our Afterschool

Programme and to help us increase learner reach . More so,

thank you for supporting learners throughout this Covid-19 milieu

and also for believing in our mission and vision.
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Kindly follow us on 

Twitter: @pyma_SA

Instagram: @pyma_sa

Forgood: Phakamani Young Minds Academy

Facebook: Phakamani Young Minds Academy

Linked in: Phakamani Young Minds Academy 

Telephone 

010 447 2582 or 071 162 5781 

Physical Address

Erf 2161 Sodiac Circle

Freedom Park, Devland

Johannesburg South 1811

Email and Website 

info@pyma.co.za

www.pyma.co.za

Postal Address

69/3137 Draco Street 

Freedom Park Devland 

Eldorado Park,1811

We would love to hear 
from you, so don’t 

hesitate to reach out!
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